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The present investigation reports the electrochemical measurements of azurin (Az) adsorbed on a series of
alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) under the influence of urea molecules. Theoretical fitting
with the Marcus model obtains the electron-transfer rate constant,ket, and the reorganization energy,λ. When
the underlying SAM is longer than 10 methylene units,ket shows an obvious chain-length dependence from
which an electron-tunneling coefficient,â, of 1.09 per methylene is deduced. Combined with cyclic
voltammetric results, variations of bothket andλ imply that urea impact does not penetrate into the ion core
part of Az but instead influences the network of molecular hydrogen bonds. The mechanism of urea impact
is further discussed by means of the pH dependence of the equilibrium potential.

Introduction

Adsorption of proteins at liquid/solid interfaces is a primary
event in many biological processes because many proteins are
located in biomembranes, performing their biological activities,
from respiration to energy conversion, in vivo. Using an organic
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) to simulate the native biomem-
brane is an alternative strategy in the protein biomimic since
organic SAM has a well-ordered and closely packed structure.1,2

Systematic studies of the electron-transfer behavior of the redox
protein on the SAM-modified metal electrode have attracted
much attention, and these studies may contribute to a better
understanding of the biological redox reactions and enable the
development of new technologies in bioelectronics and biosen-
sors.3,4

As evidenced from the surface electrochemistry, the existence
of the organic layer may retain the structure and bioactivity of
the adsorbed protein against the strong chemical interaction from
the metal substrate.1 However, the protein is rather large and
soft as compared to the underlying layer and, therefore, prone
to be distorted even by the supporting monolayer through van
der Waals interaction.3,5,6

On the other hand, the structural rearrangement of protein is
of great importance in some biological processes.7-9 For
example, the partially deformed metalloprotein, azurin, may
keep the copper center in an appropriate position so that resonant
electron tunneling can take place.10-13 However, extreme
deformation may lead to denaturation and loss of bioactivity.10,12

Protein denaturation induced by urea in aqueous solutions has
been carried out by numerous experimental and theoretical
studies, though in the live body, many proteins are supported
by membranes. Two main mechanisms have been proposed to
interpret the denaturation process. One is attributed to the direct
attack of urea on the peptide backbone and/or the residues,

destroying the hydrogen-bonding network in the protein
backbone.14-19 The other is that the effective solvation of urea
changes the structure of the water’s hydrogen bond around
hydrophobic groups, thereby increasing their solubility and
weakening the hydrophobic effect.20-25

In the face of many solution-phase proteins denaturation
studies, great concern grows about how denaturants affect
proteins when supported by biomembranes and about how their
heterogeneous electron-transfer kinetics varies. When adsorbed,
the same protein even can have different conformations, showing
different bioactivities and chemical properties.26 Thus, detailed
analysis of the adsorbed state of protein seems important in
solving practical problems. Unfortunately, there are very few
studies of the adsorbed protein denaturation because of the
difficulty of studying the protein structure and function at a
liquid/solid interface.

Azurin (Az), one of the blue copper proteins, functions as
an electron shuttle in energy-conversion systems. It has been
studied extensively for its structure, spectroscopic properties,
and electron-transfer reactions.27-31 Its copper ion is coordinated
by two histidine imidazoles (His117 and His46) and one cysteine
thiolate (Cys112) in a trigonal plane as well as two weaker
axial (Met121 and Gly45) ligands forming a pseudotrigonal
bipyramidal geometry.32-35 Az can be immobilized directly
on a metal surface via the disulfide group or in the opposite
orientation via hydrophobic interactions with alkanethiol
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs).10,36-42 In the former
case, azurin will gradually lose its activity due to the strong
interaction with the metal electrode.43 However, the later case
is a good model to study the protein structure-activity relation-
ship.44

In this paper, we employed alkanethiol monolayers to
investigate how alkanethiol SAMs protect the adsorbed azurin
against the urea effect (Figure 1). Cyclic voltammetry and
impedance spectroscopy are used as electrochemical methods
to probe the changes of the interfacial electron-transfer rate
constant and reorganization energy. From the pH dependence
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of the electrochemical behavior and contact angle measurement,
the influence of urea on adsorbed Az has been discussed as
well.

Experimental Section

1. Reagents.P. aeruginosaazurin was purchased from Fluka.
The Az solution was prepared with a 5.0 mM NH4AC buffer
solution (pH) 4.6, adjusting pH with HClO4). The concentra-
tion was determined by UV-vis spectroscopy (Shimadzu
UV3600) using a molar absorption coefficient of 5700 M-1

cm-1 at 628 nm.45 1-Butanethiol (HSC4), 1-octanethiol (HSC8),
1-decanethiol (HSC10), 1-dodecanethiol (HSC12), n-tetradecyl
mercaptan (HSC14), and 1-octadecanethiol (HSC18) were pur-
chased from Alfa Aesar and used as received. Urea (high purity,
g99.0%) was purchased from the Shanghai Laser Fine Chemi-
cals Factory, China. All other chemicals used were of analytical
grade without further purification. All aqueous solutions were
prepared with superpure water (>18.0 MΩ·cm, Millipore Corp.).

2. Electrode Preparation. The polycrystalline gold disk
electrode (2.0 mm diameter, CHI 101, CHI Instruments) was
sequentially polished with 1.0, 0.3, and 0.05µm R-Al2O3 powder
and rinsed thoroughly with superpure water. Then the gold
electrode was electrochemically cleaned by potential cycling
in 0.1 M H2SO4 in the potential range between-0.2 and 1.5 V
until the typical cyclic voltammogram (CV) of clean gold was
obtained. The real surface area of the gold electrode was
determined by integration of the cathodic peak of CV during
the reduction of superficial AuO. The charge of 0.386 mC cm-2

was accepted as the charge necessary to form a monolayer of
electrosorbed O in the form of AuO.46,47 The roughness factor
of Au electrodes, calculated as the ratio between the real and
the geometric surface area, was in the range between 1.2 and
1.4.

After rinsing with superpure water and ethanol, the gold
electrodes were immersed in 1 mM alkanethiol solutions at room
temperature for over 12 h to produce a self-assembled monolayer
of alkanethiols. After copious rinsing with ethanol and superpure
water, the electrodes were transferred to the 5.0 mM NH4Ac
buffer (pH ) 4.6) with 100-250 µM Az for 6 h. Then the
electrode was thoroughly rinsed with the NH4Ac buffer before
the electrochemical experiment. As for the urea effect, the
azurin-modified electrodes were immerged into the 5.0 mM

NH4Ac buffer (pH ) 4.6) with different urea concentrations
for over 12 h. In order to compare the urea impact on Az in the
solution, alkanethiol-modified electrodes were immersed in the
Az buffer solution (5.0 mM NH4Ac, pH ) 4.6), which was
treated first with urea for 12 h.

3. Electrochemical and Contact Angle Measurements.All
electrochemical experiments were carried out using a conven-
tional three-electrode cell with the modified gold electrode as
the working electrode, a platinum wire as the auxiliary electrode,
and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference
electrode. The cell was placed in a grounded Faraday cage.
Electrolyte solutions (25.0 mM NH4Ac buffer) were deoxygen-
ated by purified nitrogen, and a nitrogen atmosphere was
maintained over the solutions during the experiments. All
electrochemical experiments were carried out at 0°C. All
potentials were given with respect to SCE. Cyclic voltammetry
and ac impedance spectroscopy were performed on a CHI 660B
electrochemical workstation (Shanghai Chenhua Apparatus
Corp., China) and the Autolab system (PGSTAT 12), respec-
tively. Under steady-state conditions, ac impedance spectra were
recorded in the frequency range from 0.001 Hz to 100 kHz using
an ac voltage of 5 mV amplitude. Using EIS, the solution
resistance was obtained at 550( 30 Ω, so the iR drop is
estimated to be less than 0.02 mV for HSC4 SAM at a scan
rate of 0.1 V s-1, which can be ignored. A fast scan rate enlarged
the influence of theiR drop. For example, at a scan rate of 100
V s-1, theiR drop was estimated to be 5 mV. For pH-dependent
experiments, a 50.0 mM phosphate buffer solution (PBS) with
pH value varying from 4 to 10 was used as the electrolyte.

Evaporated gold film was used for the contact angle measure-
ment. It was exposed to a piranha solution for 5 min (3:1 H2-
SO4:30% H2O2), then washed with copious amounts of super-
pure water, and washed again with redistilled ethanol before
immersion. Contact angle measurements were carried out with
a JJC-I contact angle goniometer (Changchun fifth Optical
Instrument, China).

Results and Discussion

Electrochemistry of Az-Modified Electrode. To reveal the
urea effect, we first characterized the Az/SAM-modified
electrode. Figure 2A shows the typical CVs of Az adsorbed on
the HSC8-Au electrode at scan rates ranging from 0.01 to 0.5

Figure 1. Schematic representation of Az on alkanethiol-modified Au electrode. This scheme is not drawn to scale.
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V s-1. Figure 2B is the linear relationship of the peak current
with the scan rate, confirming the characteristic surface-confined
electrochemical process according to eq 148

wheren is the number of moles of electrons transferred,F is
the Faraday constant (F ) 96485 C mol-1), A is the electrode
surface area (cm2), Q is the charge involved in the electrochemi-
cal process (C), andV is the scan rate (V s-1), R is the molar
gas constant (R ) 8.314 J mol-1 K-1) andT is the temperature
(in Kelvin). The voltammetric waves are symmetric, and the
separation between the oxidation and the reduction peaks (∆Ep)
is less than 10 mV, indicating that the electron-transfer process
is rather rapid and reversible. The apparent formal potential,
E°′ (determined from the mean of the oxidation and reduction
peak potentials), is about 0.095 mV, very close to those reported
previously, though different electrolyte and higher temperatures
are used.37,39,49The full-width at half-maximum of the anodic
voltammetric wave,∆Efwhm, is about 0.092( 0.002 V, slightly
larger than the value of 0.083 V according to the ideal one-
electron process at 273 K (3.53RT/nF).50

The Az-modified electrode reacted further with urea in the
buffer solution at concentrations of 3.0, 6.0, and 9.0 M. Figure
3 gives CVs of Az on alkanethiol SAMs (HSCn-Au, n ) 8
and 14), and Figure S1 (in Supporting Information) gives other
CVs on HSCn-Au (n ) 4, 10, 12, and 18) before and after the
urea effect. All electrochemical characterizations were carried

out at a pH of 4.6. At this value the disturbance to apparent
formal potential that comes from other moieties is less, and this
point will be discussed in detail later. The most important CV
features, e.g.,E°′, ∆Ep, ∆Efwhm, andΓ (the surface coverage
(mol cm-2)), are summarized in Table 1. Due to the potential
drop within the monolayer,51 E°′ shifts negatively as a function
of the methylene number.∆Ep is a qualitative indicator for a
heterogeneous electron-transfer rate. Whenn is less than 10,
there is no obvious change in∆Ep while there is also no urea
interaction. However,∆Ep increases whenn is larger than 10,
reflecting the dependence of electron transfer on the methylene
number. We also noted fluctuation of the surface coverage
among the samples with different chain lengths. The protein
coverage on a moderate chain length looks larger than those
either on thicker or thinner SAMs. Similar observations have
also been reported by Ulstrup et al., showing an increase of
surface coverage followed by a decrease with an increase in
the monolayer thickness.39 However, while a mixed monolayer
of alkanethiol andω-hydroxy-alkanethiol is used, only a
monotonic decrease of protein surface coverage was found as
shown in Leigh’s report.52 From these results one can speculate
the role of the interfacial interaction. In the system of alkanethiol
monolayers, the surface hydrophobicity is intensified, facilitating
Az adsorption, with the increase of the chain length, as proved
by our (Table S1) and previous contact angle measurement.53

Though the hydrophobic interaction is essentially required to
fix the protein molecules, other factors may also lead to some
negative effects, for example, the protein structural rearrange-
ment and the rigidity of SAM.

The variation of electrochemical behavior before and after
the urea impact may give insight into the molecular interaction
and the role of the supporting monolayer. From Figure 3 and
Table 1 we can see that after the urea impact on the surface,

Figure 2. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of Az on HSC8-Au electrode
in 25 mM NH4Ac (pH ) 4.6) solution at scan rates of 0.01, 0.02, 0.04,
0.063, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.32, 0.40, and 0.5 V s-1. The temperature
is 273 K. (B) Linear relations of the anodic and cathodic peak currents
versus scan rates.

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of Az on HSCn-Au (n ) 8 (A) and
14 (B)) electrodes before and after the urea effect, respectively. Curve,
solid (without urea); urea concentration, dash (3.0 M), dot (6.0 M),
and dash dot (9.0 M). The temperature is 273 K. Electrolyte: 25 mM
NH4Ac (pH ) 4.6). Scan rate: 0.1 V s-1.

i ) nFAQV
4RT

(1)
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electrochemical features are not changed significantly except
for the peak current for all samples, whereas for urea impact in
a solution the peak current is much lower (Figures S2, S3, and
S4) and the CV features almost disappear for high urea
concentration. This observation implies a difference in the
impact of urea on Az on the surface and in solution. It is much
more intense for the later. For previous denaturation experiments
in solutions, UV and circular dichroism spectroscopy showed
that Az may lose its characteristic absorption under 6.0 M urea
interaction.57-59 In addition, when protein is denatured in
solution, the formal potential may greatly shift positively.60-62

The formal potential is, to a certain extent, related to the
coordination environment of Cu center54-56 and the negligible
change of theE°′ value when adsorbed, even under the impact
of 9.0 M urea, implying that the urea effect does not reach the
core part of Az. From the comparison of protein electrochemistry
made in solution and on the surface, one can infer that the
underlying alkanethiol monolayer may support Az against
denaturation by urea.

Although the urea does not directly impact the Cu center, its
influence can be reflected in terms of∆Ep, ∆Efwhm, andΓ. ∆Ep

increases and∆Efwhm decreases, though the variation is not so
obvious. In a blank experiment for the same condition without
urea, loss of surface coverage is less than 5%, indicating that
Az is quite stable on the hydrophobic surface. However,
treatment with urea solution greatly decreases the surface
coverage. Figure 4 gives the coverage of those remaining active
proteins as a function of urea concentration. Since the loss of
protein coverage is irreversible, we propose that the urea impact
may reduce the hydrophobic interaction between protein and
SAMs. In order to obtain the entire picture of the urea effect,

we will further examine the electron-transfer rate and reorga-
nization energy.

Electron-Transfer Rate of Az-Modified Electrode. Elec-
trochemical impedance is employed in the present work. Due
to the limited amount of redox molecules on the surface, the
impedance spectrum differs significantly from the diffusion-
controlled redox species.63 The equivalent circuit is shown in
Figure 5A, including the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte
solution,Rs, the capacitance of double-layer,Cdl, the resistance
of electron-communication resistance,Rec, and the pseudoca-
pacitance,Cpc, corresponding to the electrochemical charging/
discharging process of the surface-confined redox species. For
the surface-confined redox systems, the electrochemical imped-
ance spectra are usually presented in the form of Cole-Cole
plots, particularly in the form ofCim vs Cre (whereCim andCre

are imaginary and real parts of the interfacial complex capaci-
tance, respectively) as suggested.63-65 The Cole-Cole presenta-
tion describes the distribution of relaxation processes corre-
sponding to the charging of the monolayer. The imaginary and
real parts of the capacitance (Cim andCre) can be described in
terms of the imaginary and real parts of the impedanceZ

Figure 5B presents the impedance spectra of Az on HSCn-Au
(n ) 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 18) electrodes in the form of Cole-
Cole plots. The nonfaradaic semicircle at high frequencies
corresponds to the double-layer capacitanceCdl, the diameter
of which is in a reciprocal proportion with the number of carbon
chains. The faradaic semicircle at low frequencies is for the
pseudocapacitance,Cpc. The electron-transfer rate constant,ket,
can be derived from the frequency,f°, corresponding to the
maximum value of pseudocapacitanceCpc

64

For short SAMs (HSCn-Au, n ) 4, 8, and 10), the time
constants,τ ) RC, of nonfaradaic and faradaic processes are
similar. As a result, the semicircle at low frequency is covered
by the larger one contributed by the high-frequency signal, and
therefore, the two processes cannot be separated on the Cole-
Cole plots. When the monolayer is thick enough (n ) 12, 14,
and 18), two semicircles are observed; from the one at high
frequency, the electron-transfer rateket can be derived based
on eq 4 as given in Table 2.

In the EIS plot (Figure 5C), there is no significant difference
observed for semicircles at high frequency, indicating that the

TABLE 1: Apparent Formal Potential ( E°′) of Az on HSCn-Au (n ) 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 18) Electrodesa

Az/HSC4 Az/HSC8 Az/HSC10 Az/HSC12 Az/HSC14 Az/HSC18

E°/V 0.105( 0.002 0.095( 0.004 0.091( 0.002 0.086( 0.003 0.089( 0.002 0.081( 0.004
∆Ep/V original 0.011( 0.003 0.010( 0.004 0.008( 0.001 0.018( 0.004 0.030( 0.002 0.281( 0.015

3.0 M urea 0.016( 0.004 0.012( 0.002 0.008( 0.002 0.018( 0.003 0.030( 0.003 0.292( 0.024
6.0 M urea 0.023( 0.004 0.012( 0.003 0.010( 0.002 0.025( 0.005 0.036( 0.004 0.300( 0.035
9.0 M urea 0.029( 0.006 0.016( 0.003 0.012( 0.002 0.033( 0.003 0.040( 0.005 0.305( 0.028

∆Efwhm/V original 0.095( 0.004 0.092( 0.007 0.095( 0.003 0.097( 0.010 0.106( 0.006 0.162( 0.014
3.0 M urea 0.097( 0.003 0.093( 0.005 0.095( 0.005 0.099( 0.005 0.098( 0.008 0.160( 0.020
6.0 M urea 0.090( 0.004 0.091( 0.003 0.095( 0.002 0.094( 0.004 0.096( 0.004 0.156( 0.015
9.0 M urea 0.088( 0.006 0.088( 0.007 0.092( 0.004 0.090( 0.008 0.096( 0.005 0.155( 0.028

Γ/10-12mol cm-2 original 4.6( 0.8 6.2( 0.9 9.1( 1.1 5.8( 0.7 7.0( 0.4 2.9( 0.9
3.0 M urea 2.7( 0.5 3.7( 0.7 5.0( 0.7 3.3( 0.6 3.8( 0.4 1.7( 0.4
6.0 M urea 1.4( 0.3 3.1( 0.6 2.8( 0.5 2.2( 0.4 2.8( 0.4 1.1( 0.2
9.0 M urea 0.92( 0.13 1.9( 0.4 2.2( 0.4 1.6( 0.3 2.1( 0.2 0.93( 0.29

a The oxidation and reduction peak potentials (∆Ep), full-width at half-maximum of the anodic voltammetric wave (∆Efwhm), and surface coverage
(Γ) of Az on HSCn-Au (n ) 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 18) electrodes before and after the urea effect with concentrations of 3.0, 6.0, and 9.0 M.

Figure 4. Change ofΓ for Az on HSCn-Au (n ) 4 (9), 8 (0), 10
(B), 12 (O), 14 (2), and 18 (0)) electrodes with urea concentrations
of 0, 3.0, 6.0, and 9.0 M.Γ is normalized by the value without urea
effect for each sample.

Cim ) -Im[(jωZ)-1] (2)

Cre) Re[(jωZ)-1] (3)

ket ) πf° (4)
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double layer does not change even after urea treatment, whereas
for semicircles at low frequency (forn ) 12, 14, and 18) the
plots present a dramatic decrease ofCpc, which comes from
the decrease of surface coverage,63,64as also proved by the CV
measurement.ket decreases as well with the decrease off°.

Another approach to estimate the electron-transfer rate
constant is from the peak separation as proposed by Laviron
with the classic Butler-Volmer relation.66 In the last two
decades, the Marcus model has been used widely for long-range

heterogeneous electron transfer, which considers the contribution
of the reorganization energy to the electron-transfer rate.
According to the semiclassical Marcus model, theket for a
nonadiabatic system can be written as67-69

where HAD is the electronic coupling element, which is a
function of the overlap of the wave functions of the two states
involved in the reaction. It depends on the delocalization of the
electron to be transferred in the metal site and the protein matrix
between the two active sites.λ is the reorganization energy,
i.e., the energy associated with relaxing the geometry of the
system after electron transfer. It can be divided into two parts:
inner-sphere reorganization energy (λir) and outer-sphere reor-
ganization energy (λor), depending on which atoms are relaxed.
For azurin, the inner-sphere reorganization energy is associated
with the structural change of the first coordination sphere and
the outer-sphere reorganization energy involves the structural
change of the remaining protein as well as the solvent.εF is the
Fermi level of the electrode, i.e., the applied potential.ε is the
energy of a given state in the electrode, andη is the overpo-
tential, i.e., the applied potential relative to the formal potential.

Figure 6 is the dependence of peak potential on the natural
logarithm of scan rate for Az on HSCn-Au (n ) 8 and 14)
(others on HSCn-Au (n ) 4, 10, 12, and 18) are shown in
Figure S5) electrodes before and after the urea effect with
different concentrations of 3.0, 6.0, and 9.0 M, respectively.
The data points are obtained from CV plots; the lines are
theoretically fitted with eq 5 using a self-written program.70 The
detailedket values derived from Laviron’s formalism and the
Marcus model are summarized in Table 2. Results derived from
the Marcus model are similar to that from EIS but less than
that from Laviron’s formalism, consistent with the fact that
Butler-Volmer theory is an approximation whileλ is the infinity
in the Marcus model.

Interestingly, after urea interaction,ket displays a substantial
increase for the protein on short alkyl SAMs, whereas it
decreases or remains approximately constant for long alkyl
SAMs. At present, we cannot give a specific explanation for
this phenomenon. However, we speculate that the increased
electron-transfer rate on thin films is related to the microstructure
of the SAM. As evidenced by the large charging capacitance,
one can expect that the thin SAM has a loose structure. The
existence of many defects and pin holes allows for penetration
of urea molecules into the microstructure of SAM, leading to a
change of the microenvironment around the protein. This is
probably the reason for the increased electron-transfer rate of
Az on the thin SAM.

Figure 5. (A) Equivalent circuit for a Faradaic impedance spectrum
corresponding to a surface-confined species. Impedance spectra of Az
on HSCn-Au (n ) 4 (9), 8 (0), 10 (b), 12 (O), 14 (2), and 18 (0))
electrodes before (B) and after (C) the urea effect in the form of Cole-
Cole plots. The temperature is 273 K. Electrolyte: 25 mM NH4Ac (pH
) 4.6).

TABLE 2: Electron-Transfer Rate, ket, of Az on HSCn-Au (n ) 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 18) Electrodes Derived from Impedance
Spectra (Figure 5) and Cyclic Voltammetry (Figure 6 and Figure S5) Using Laviron’s Formalism and the Marcus Model,
Respectively

Az/HSC4 Az/HSC8 Az/HSC10 Az/HSC12 Az/HSC14 Az/HSC18

ket/s-1 (EIS) original 54( 4 7.8( 1.0 0.08( 0.01
6.0 M urea 42( 5 6.2( 0.8 0.07( 0.01

ket/s-1 (CV) original 850( 90 650( 40 360( 40 94( 15 9.9( 1.7 0.20( 0.02
3.0 M urea 920( 50 730( 120 370( 50 85( 12 8.9( 0.8 0.20( 0.03
6.0 M urea 970( 100 810( 80 420( 30 78( 15 7.8( 2.0 0.19( 0.03
9.0 M urea 1060( 150 920( 130 490( 80 66( 8 7.0( 1.0 0.17( 0.02

ket/s-1 (simulation) original 590( 60 450( 30 270( 30 60( 10 6.4( 1.1 0.05( 0.005
3.0 M urea 680( 40 530( 90 290( 40 56( 7 6.2( 0.5 0.05( 0.008
6.0 M urea 800( 90 630( 60 320( 30 50( 10 5.9( 1.5 0.05( 0.007
9.0 M urea 900( 120 750( 100 360( 60 45( 5 5.2( 0.7 0.04( 0.005

ket ) 2π
p

|HAD|2 1

x4πλkBT
exp[-

(λ + (εF - ε) + eη)2

4λkBT ] (5)
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For long-range electron transfer, an approximate expression
is used to describe the distance dependence ofket due to the
electronic coupling parameter

wheren is the number of methylene units,â is the electronic
tunneling factor, andA is a constant.71 ket decreases exponen-
tially as the alkyl chain has 10 or more methylene units as shown
in Figure 7. From the slope, we get aâ value of 1.09 per
methylene unit, which is close to that for electron transfer
between proteins, such as azurin and cytochromec (Cyt-c), and
the gold electrode along with the alkyl chains.39,52,72,73We also
noted that when the urea concentration changes from 0 to 9.0
M, â varies between 1.09 and 1.14 per methylene with minor
fluctuation. ket for a short alkyl chain is nearly distance
independent, consistent with the previous observation.39,52,72-74

However, these distance-independent phenomena are not ob-
served for alkanethiols, alkanedithiols, ferrocene-terminated
thiols, and hydroquinone-terminated thiol systems,75-77 which
have redox moieties covalently bonded to the alkyl chains. These
kinetic gated behaviors have been associated with the confor-
mationally gated mechanism related to the nuclear rearrange-
ment.73,78,79However, one limitation of this mechanism is that
the electron transfer does not obey the Marcus model on short

alkyl chains. More recently, Waldeck et al. used a friction-
controlled mechanism concerned with electronic coupling and
polarization relaxation to explain this kinetic gating. A more
detailed discussion is given in ref 74.

Reorganization Energy of Az-Modified Electrode.Theo-
retical fitting using eq 5 may also give the reorganization energy,
λ, as shown in Figure 8. Theλ value of Az is small as compared
with other redox species such as Cyt-c and ferrocene,2,76,80,81

but it is similar to that reported by Ulstrup et al. using the
chronoamperometric technique.39,82As estimated theoretically,
the electrochemical center of Az has an atomic configuration
between the tetrahedral coordination preferred by Cu(I) and the
tetragonal geometry preferred by by Cu(II).83,84 Theoretical
prediction based on the entatic state and induced-rack theories
also suggested that the protein forms a rigid structure, which
forces the Cu(II) ion into a coordination sphere more similar to
that preferred by Cu(I).85-88 As a result, no considerable
geometric change takes place during protein reduction, produc-
ing a small reorganization energy and allowing a fast electron
transfer.71,89 The reorganization energy increases about 2-fold
when the underlying SAM increases fromn ) 4 to 18. This
observation implies a larger structural fluctuation of Az when
a longer SAM is used. It is clear that the longer SAM is more
hydrophobic as proven by the contact angle measurement.
Therefore, the longer SAM may provide more effective protec-
tion against the rearrangement of protein, leading to higher

Figure 6. Peak potential as a function of the natural logarithm of the
scan rate for Az on HSCn-Au (n ) 8 (A) and 14 (B)) electrodes before
and after the urea effect, respectively. Data, without urea (9); urea
concentration, 3.0 M (0), 6.0 M (b), and 9.0 M (O). Curves are fits to
eq 5 described in the text: without urea (solid); urea concentration,
3.0 M (dash), 6.0 M (dot), and 9.0 M (dash dot). The temperature is
273 K. Electrolyte: 25 mM NH4Ac (pH ) 4.6).

ket ) A exp(-nâ) (6)

Figure 7. Plots of the number of carbon chains and urea concentration
dependence of the electron-transfer rateket. ket is obtained from fits of
the Marcus model (Table 2).â obtained from the slope is 1.09, 1.10,
1.12, and 1.14 with a corresponding urea concentration of 0, 3.0, 6.0,
and 9.0 M.

Figure 8. Change of the reorganization energyλ for Az on HSCn-
Au (n ) 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 18) electrodes before (up triangle) and
after (down triangle) 9.0 M urea effect.λ is obtained from Marcus fits
using eq 5 described in the text.
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reorganization energy. This explanation is consistent with the
theoretical prediction by a continuum model.90

In the fitting with the Marcus model,λ is a nonsensitive
parameter as also recognized by others.74,81 In our study, there
is no obvious difference in the fitting if the variation ofλ is
within (0.05 eV while keepingket the same. For the 3.0 and
6.0 M urea concentrations, the results fall into the fitting error
and are not convincing. Therefore, we compare only the results
of the 9.0 M urea effect. After the urea interaction,λ decreases
for all samples but the amplitude is still small as compared with
the fitting error. This implies that the urea effect is quite small.
Furthermore, the slight decrease can be attributed to the change
of λout. Previous quantum calculation and experimental studies
also demonstrated that much ofλ variation is associated with
outer-spherereorientationwhenthereisanoutsidedisturbance.2,91-94

However, protein is a complex system, and evenλout can be
divided into several contributions,95 such as the internal
unconstrained water molecules, the surface polarization con-
straints, the harmonically constrained protein atoms, and the
internal protein dielectric properties. One question is which
particular part the urea effect can be assigned to. We speculate
that the variation might be related to the change of the internal
hydrogen bond of Az, which will be discussed later in detail.

Urea-Induced Internal Hydrogen-Bond Change.The mech-
anism of the denaturing effects of urea on proteins is still an
unsolved and important problem in protein chemistry. The focus
is on the pathways of how urea reacts with protein, directly or
indirectly. The following experiments may shed some light on
the mechanisms of urea-induced denaturation. Figure 9 is the
typical dependence of formal potential of Az/HSC8 on the pH
of PBS electrolyte before (A) and after (B) 6.0 M urea effect.
His35 and His83 of Az are mainly responsible for pH-dependent

behaviors, which are located approximately 8 and 13 Å from
the Cu site.33,49 His83 is exposed to the solvent molecules on
the surface, and its proton-transfer kinetics is very fast.
Normally, its pKa values are determined by NMR.34,49His35 is
somewhat buried, and the proton-transfer kinetics is slower,96,97

and from the pH-dependent potential change one can obtain its
pKa values. Before urea influence, the protonation-deprotona-
tion process of His35 brought about a conformation change
because His35 flips the Pro36-Gly37 peptide bond at different
joint moieties at different pH conditions.49,98 This process is
reflected in Figure 9A as a sigmoid shape in the pH range of
5-9. The protonation-deprotonation of His35 can be expressed
as follows99

The data in Figure 9A fit eq 7 well and give pKred and pKox of
His35 values of 7.3( 0.2 and 6.5( 0.1, respectively, very
similar to former reports.33,49,100 Because the protonation-
deprotonation process of His35 will bring some conformation
change, all other electrochemical characterizations are carried
out at a pH of 4.6, which is quite a bit smaller than pKred and
pKox of His35, to reduce its influence. At higher or lower pH
the data deviates from the fit, indicating that other amino acids
also participate in the protonation-deprotonation process,
though with minor contributions.

After the urea effect the sigmoidal shape is replaced by a
line between pH 4 and 9. The linear relation is characteristic of
a proton-involved redox process without conformation change,
and the main involvement of the proton is to balance the excess
surface charge accumulated at the interface. This change may
be attributed to the hydrogen-bond effect of aminophenol active
moieties with urea molecules and lose its sensitivity to proto-
nation-deprotonation. Other pH-dependent measurements of
Az/HSCn (n ) 4, 10, 12, 14, and 18) have produced similar
results.

Conclusions

In this work, we used electrochemistry methods to study the
urea effect on adsorbed Az on the SAM-modified gold electrode.
Electrochemical results preliminarily indicate that urea influence
cannot penetrate into the core part of Az. At the same time,
length-dependent Az adsorption is expressed because of intensi-
fied hydrophobic interactions between Az and thiols as alkyl
chain length increases. Consequently, different responses ofket

to the urea impact have been observed. By detailed analysis of
the variations ofket andλ, we find that urea only influences the
network of molecular hydrogen bonds of Az, which is further
discussed by the pH-dependent equilibrium potential. The
importance of the underlying alkanethiol monolayer can be
viewed as supporting Az against urea attack just like the
protection of biomembranes for some proteins in nature.
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for urea influence on Az when adsorbed on HSCn-Au
electrodes (n ) 4, 10, 12, and 18); cyclic voltammograms for
urea influence on Az in solution; comparisons of CVs for urea
influence on the surface and in solution; peak potential as a

Figure 9. Change of the formal potential of Az on HSC8-Au
(determined as the midpoint potential from cyclic voltammograms at
0.1 V s-1) with the pH of buffer solution (pH 4-10, 50 mM PBS buffer)
before (A) and after (B) 6.0 M urea effect. The solid line in Figure 9A
is the fit to eq 7 described in the text.

E0 ) EhighpH
0 - RT

nF
log

10-pKred(10-pKox + 10-pH)

10-pKox(10-pKred + 10-pH)
(7)
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function of the natural logarithm of scan rate for urea influence
on Az when adsorbed on HSCn-Au electrodes (n ) 4, 10, 12,
and 18); tables of contact angle experiments. This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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